
Inner Card Pocket
2 3/8” x 4” Overall

(Shape of top can be modi�ed)
2 Required

Inner Pocket Panel
3 1/4”” Tall x 4” Wide

2 Required

Outer Card Pocket
3 13/16” x 2 3/8”

2 Required

Back Outer Panel
3 1/2” x 9 1/4”

(1/2” longer then inner panel)

Inner Panel
3 1/4”” Tall x 8 3/4” W

ide

This stitch (Green) is the �nal outer stitch.
This gets stitched last and will secure the
parts of the pockets that aren’t sewn yet,

as well as the 2 halves of the wallet

This stitch line (Red) only holds
the small inner pocket.
Stitch this line �rst but
glue 3 sides sides of pocket

This Stitch (Orange) Sews the small inner panel to the larger inner panel.
This is the second stitch to sew. Glue the bottom to the inner panel as well.

3/4” Space
Between Pockets

This upper stitch line (Blue) is optional and purely decorative. If you want to include it, be sure to sew it before attatching the 2 panels together. Don’t accidentally sew the wallet shut by sewing ti to the other half.

Sew on the outer pockets
before attaching the 2 wallet

halves together.

This stitch Line (Green) is the same as the green line shown above. This attaches the 2 halves together.
Don’t sew it all the way across the bottom. Stop the stitch in about the same place as the inner panel stops. You need to leave this space so the wallet can open/close correctly.

For a list of tools,  visit my website www.homebuiltworkshop.com and click on Tools I Use. Scroll down to �nd a list of Leatherworking Tools.

Leather Bifold W
allet w
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 allow
ances

Centerline for reference only

Line up edge of outer pocket 4” from outer edge to match the inner panel. Don’t stitch past this 4” mark.

Be sure to set your printer to print at actual size


